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Passionately communicating the love of God to hurting kids in a gentle way  

     “I like what you said earlier. How do I get God?” 

     I was sitting by a campfire when I was approached by a 

young man following our evening service. He was getting right 

to the point! 

     “What’s your name?” I asked. He responded. 

     “Where ya from?” I asked. He offered up another terse 

answer. 

      Our conversation was like pulling teeth 

for a few minutes. Never have I been so 

tempted to give it the old ‘repeat after me’ 

number and move on. I had other kids to 

talk to. But I pressed in and eventually he 

began to share his heart. One is parent 

incapacitated by severe mental illness. The 

other is out of state, indifferent, unknown.  

This little guy had zero exposure to the 

Bible, to church, to anything remotely God 

related, but he was drawn to the idea of a Heavenly Father 

who was for him and not against him.      How do I get God? 

     Eventually the passage we looked at was in 1 John    

chapter one. If I confess my sins, He is faithful and just and 

will forgive my sins and cleanse me . . .  Step one. Stop the 

hiding and have a conversation with God. Bring the truth 

about me to Jesus- all of it. Confession is the simple act of 

telling the truth about me to God and safe people.  Confession 

is the open door that invites the presence of God into various 

parts of my life. I began to share this passage and unpack the 

concepts. I invited him to pray with me. As we prayed it     

became obvious why we landed on this verse. The simple act 

of verbalizing his own brokenness was a barrier to this little 

guy. He literally froze mid sentence. He couldn’t seem to speak 

the words. He even asked me to do it for him. In the end, this 

little guy had his first sincere, open conversation with Jesus. I 

love these prayers. The theology is sometimes fuzzy. The 

emotions often flood in. These prayers are 

not the carefully constructed, denomina-

tionally  approved, ‘repeat after me’ pray-

ers that I am tempted to bring. But they 

are beautiful and true. 

    One of the things I have learned in my 

years serving hurting kids as a chaplain is 

that I am called to occupy the middle   

spaces, the gaps that lie between these 

confused and wounded youth and their 

Heavenly Father. Our model for ministry is 

rooted in this view, insisting that I hold tightly to the gospel and 

at the same time hold tightly to a hurting person. While it 

seems simple, we face challenges in both directions.  

      I am tempted to hold less tightly to kids when their messy 

lives begin to erupt with the ugly stuff that festers as a result of 

sin. The examples are endless. Kids who have been repeated-

ly sexually assaulted sometimes have strange fecal issues 

(hiding, throwing, playing with, constipation, avoidance, etc.)    
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The Middle Spaces continued . . . 

I have at times literally been tempted to distance myself from a kid 

for sanitary reasons. Other times, it is the violent behavior, the 

verbal outbursts, the self-harm, or the flowing blood that tempts me 

to recoil from a child.  More often than the concrete manifestations 

of abuse and neglect, kids expect me to  distance myself for more 

abstract reasons. This past week I was approached by a child who 

made this statement: 

     “I like what you said tonight by the lake, but I am transgender 

and pansexual, so it does not apply to me.” 

     Even when I refuse to distance myself from a child, they try to 

let me off the hook. It is amazing how gracious and kind a child can 

be as they explain to me how God cannot possibly love them. If I 

refuse to reject them, they insist on explaining it to me. Their own 

sin has spoken over them; they are untouchable. Their addictions 

have turned them into thieves in their own houses, their anguish 

has driven them to tear at their own flesh, they are counted among 

the ‘perpetrators.’ But our model is simple; it 

takes intentional effort on my part to hold tight 

to a broken child despite the mess that     

surfaces in the process. 

     In these moments there are temptations to 

let go of Jesus as well. Perhaps the most 

tempting escape route is the party line. This 

kid just needs to hear the ABCs of salvation,   

I think to myself. I need to use the Romans 

Road. I am hesitant to say that these tools are 

bad things, but I find it so tempting to quit 

listening and start shoveling religious         

information onto a child. It is so much harder 

to dig in, listen, and wait for inspiration. Jesus, 

how do you want  to connect with this child?  

It is much easier to be the ‘Bible answer man’ 

than it is to hear a child’s heart, hold on tight, 

and invite Jesus into the moment.  

     If I reject the rigid religious pronouncements, then vaguely   

spiritual platitudes become so tempting. I call this the cotton candy 

gospel. It seems like these kids would like me more if I just preach 

rainbows and unicorns. It feels so much easier to bring a feckless   

gospel, but these kids don’t need a mirage designed to prop up 

their self-esteem. They desperately need a real encounter with a 

real Savior.   

     And so I endeavor to stand in the middle spaces, holding tightly 

to a hurting child despite their own misgivings and brokenness. All 

the while I cling to the cross. Inevitably, at some point in the conver-

sation, I see a path between a broken child and a broken Savior, and 

we begin to stumble down that road together. It is amazing how of-

ten a specific Bible verse is brought to mind.  

     This idea of occupying the middle space demands deep interac-

tion. It requires concurrent internal dialogue with Jesus and external 

dialogue with a child. It is not something I was taught in Bible school, 

rather, it is something I have learned by necessity over the years. In 

the moment, it always feels impossible, like walking on water. But 

God is creative. The Creator never stopped creating. It has been my 

experience that the pursuit of a human heart by the Spirit of God is a 

totally unique story in every case. Every one of these children has a 

distinctive story to tell. They each suffer in their own unique way. It is 

true that the cross is the singular, profound point of redemption  

offered to us all. But each of us walks our 

own path to that sacred hill, and that path 

always feels like uncharted territory. 

     A few days ago I was sitting on a picnic 

table talking with Larry. (Name changed to 

protect identity.) Larry shared his story with 

me. It took a long time to hear all of the   

details. Larry spoke of all of the ways in 

which he had been assaulted and all of the 

ways he had become a villain in his own 

story. Larry was shooting straight here- but 

he was hung up on one thing. 

     “I’m an atheist. I just don’t see how there 

can possibly be a God- not the God you  

describe. I even prayed for a while, asking 

Him to do something to prove himself, but he 

never did any of the things I asked Him to do. 

How do I pray to someone who probably 

doesn’t exist?” 

     “I would like to reassure you about this and just tell you what I 

know. But what I know is not sufficient for you. If you live to be eighty 

and somebody asks you how you know there is a God, I hope your 

answer is not this: Some guy in the woods told me so. My authority 

is not sufficient, you need to experience God for yourself.” 

     After sitting in the middle space for almost an hour, a moment of 
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We are currently        

scheduling speaking      

engagements.  If you 

are interested in            

inviting one of our      

chaplains to come         

and share with               

your church, class,       

or community group,           

let us know! 
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St. James, MO 65559 

573.578.3259 

  We are so excited to announce a new addition to our team here at 
Days of Hope. Logan Stark has interviewed and been offered a 
chaplain’s position by our board of directors. Logan will be serving 
part time in the central Missouri region, ministering to children and 
staff at our partner agencies in the area.. 
           Logan brings a wealth of experience and ability to our            
organization, including time working as a staff member in the     
residential world.  Logan has a bachelor’s degree in Bible and    
family ministry from Harding University, and comes to us with    
several years experience serving as a youth minister in a local  
congregation.  Logan shares: 
     “Earlier this year I had the opportunity to serve as a youth care 
worker at the Piney Ridge Behavioral Center in Waynesville, MO 
caring for kids from abusive, neglected, and traumatic backgrounds. 
I am pleased to inform you, that I have been given a new opportuni-
ty to reach out to this community of hurting kids. 
  I have recently accepted a chaplain      
position with Days of Hope, a nonprofit, 
inter-denominational Christian ministry that 
seeks to   address the spiritual needs of 
children and teens who are in residential 
psychiatric care at facilities throughout    
central Missouri, such as Piney Ridge and 
Great Circle in St. James, MO.  
   As a chaplain, I will be going into these facilities to minister to 
children and teens who are in desperate need of the hope of Jesus, 
both studying and worshipping with them, and just loving on these 
kids. Though I am extremely excited, I also know that I will need 
your prayers and support in reaching out to this community. 
 

As we train and send Logan out to serve, would you consider the 
following? 

1. Pray. Please add Logan and these youth to your prayer 
short list. We want everything we do to be covered in pray-
er. We also have a prayer support group on Facebook that 
will plug you into specific needs in real time. 
2. Stay informed. We send out a monthly newsletter to 
keep folks up to date on the ministry. We would love to 
include you in our mailing list. 

 3. Support. Logan is currently raising financial  support to 
 cover the expenses associated with training and placing 
 him on-site to reach out to hurting kids. Would you  
 consider partnering with him on a monthly basis?  
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The Middle Spaces continued . . . 

inspiration brought us to a specific passage in the gospel of Matthew. The disciples were crossing the sea of Galilee in a small 

boat, struggling against prevailing winds. As they fought the waves early in the morning, Jesus came walking out across the lake 

on the water. Terrified, some in the boat thought they were seeing a ghost. 

     When Peter saw Jesus, he cried out. “Lord if it’s you, tell me to come to you on the water.” 

     Lord, if it’s you . . . We began to unpack this idea. In that moment, Peter was an atheist. Doubt was clouding in and Peter was 

far from certain. I assured Larry that I was not asking him to make a monumental shift, but just a small movement towards Jesus. 

He need not leap from his current doubts to become an ironclad apologist. He simply needed to pray the same prayer that Peter 

prayed in that boat. Jesus, if you are really there . . . 

     Notice that Peter did not ask Jesus for a parlor trick to prove his presence. Neither did he ask Jesus to do something with one 

of the other disciples. Jesus, if you are there, make Thomas levitate! Rather, Peter asked Jesus to do something impossible in 

his life. The storms we experience tempt us to believe that we have been abandoned. What would it be like to pray an experi-

mental prayer just like Peter did? And so we prayed. Jesus, if you are there . . . As it turned out, that simple phrase was the door 

that opened a floodgate for this young man. As he finished praying, both of us were wiping away tears.  

     I cannot say that I am an expert in occupying these middle spaces. This is not a skill like riding a bike or swimming. I still feel 

unsure as to where we are going when a child begins to engage 

on these issues. It remains an exercise in faith to believe that God 

can bring answers and passages to meet the need in the        

moment. But these middle spaces remain the sacred places 

where God meets hurting kids. 


